APPENDIX II

Chelmsford Public Library
Request for Reconsideration of Library Materials

Title ________________________________         Author ________________________________

Publisher ___________________________        Circle one Book CD/Tape Periodical VHS/DVD Other_____

Complaint initiated by ________________________________

Address ________________________________        Phone ________________________________

Do you represent ___ Yourself
___ An Organization _____________________________
___ Other Group ________________________________

To what in the work do you object? (please be specific & cite pages/times)________________________

Did you read/view the entire work? ______________ Which parts? ________________________________

What do you feel might be the result of reading this work? ________________________________

For what age group would you recommend the work? ________________________________

What do you believe is the theme of this work? ________________________________

Are you aware of judgments of this work by literary critics? ________________________________

What would you like the library to do about this work? ________________________________

What work would you recommend in its place, which would convey as valuable a picture and perspective of the subject treated? ________________________________

Signature ________________________________         Date ________________________________